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Introduction:

Riddles are a medium that tests the logical and creative thinking skills of individuals by

providing a sequence of words that is both challenging and easy to comprehend. They help us

see the innermost depths of the mind of an individual based on their answers and the connections

that they make to formulate their response. In this project, we take on the challenge of analyzing

the process of language of sophomore students who are in different educational levels.

Question:

How do sophomores taking AP classes differ from regular students in their interpretation of

language?

Hypothesis:

If students of varying levels of academic classes are given philosophical riddles to interpret, then

we believe that AP students will be able to have a deeper approach because the material that is

taught in classes may make it easier for them to make connections to unlock the message through

the wording in the riddles.

Variables:

Dependent Variable: Interpretation of language; riddles they got the correct answer for,

handwriting, paper formatting.

Independent Variable: The level of academic classes of the students

Constants: riddles and instructions

Materials:

1 form containing riddles

handwriting interpretation form

10 pieces of paper

10 pencils

5 student participants

5 AP student participants

blue pen



red pen

green pen

Procedure:

1. Gather materials; create 1 form with 10 philosophical riddles of life and get 5 AP students and

5 regular students willing to participate in the experiment.

2. Send the same form to every student. Only instruct them to write the answers that come to

mind on a piece of paper. Give no further explanation and do not answer any questions they may

have; let them have creative freedom.

3. After they have written their interpretations, collect the papers and start marking the answers

they got wrong in a red pen. If the answer is not exactly right but even remotely correlates to the

correct response, mark them off half a point.

4. Next with the blue pen, make notes on their handwriting using the handwriting interpretation

form. This form gives a trait the person may have based on the way they slant/space their words,

dot their i's, cross their t's, connect letters, etc.

5. Using the green pen, make notes on the paper and formatting. Every student handed in a sheet

of paper, whether that was on a sticky note, ripped out notebook paper, or blank white paper.

When they numbered their answers, did they put the numbers to the left or right of the red line (if

paper was lined)? Did they leave some questions blank? Did they add a title? Even the smallest

of details are important.

6. Once all the papers are analyzed, total up the score of answers they got correct. Average out

the scores of the AP students' papers and the regular students' papers separately.

Results:





Analysis:

The average score for the 5 AP students totaled to 3.4 points, whereas the IGCSE student’s

scores averaged out to 5.5 points. The lowest test score on the AP spectrum was 0.5 points in

total and the highest score was 6 points. On the IGCSE side, the lowest score was 2 points and

the highest score was 8 points. The way that the points were given to students was through

partial or full points. The reasoning behind this grading scale was because some students were

able to give answers that were somewhat synonymous with the correct answer, hence the partial

point.

AP student #1 only got one partial point for answering “time” when the correspondent answer

for the sixth riddle was “tomorrow”. Then again, riddle 6 was the riddle that was answered

correctly the most. "Time" was written down as an answer for 2 riddles, which is a strategy some

students are said to use during testing. This strategy is used when students know that the answer

will be correct at least once so they don't mind using it multiple times. Not many use this

strategy, but it has been shared as a test-taking strategy

AP student #2 garnered a total of 4.5 points by getting three of the riddles correct and getting 3

partial points for riddles 1, 7, and 8. In riddle 1 he answered “pride” for “confidence”, in riddle 7

he answered “stress” for “a guilty conscience”, and in riddle 8 he answered “love” for “a smile”.

In a way, his last two answers contribute to the correct motive and his first is synonymous to the

answer. His first answer could suggest that this individual may struggle with insecurity due to his

misinterpretation of a positive quality for something vain. The riddle states in it’s ending phrase

that “if you have too much of it, you will surely fail”. Instead of leveling the playing field and

weighing in the first line “journey without it and you will never prevail”, that could insinuate

persistence and the belief in oneself, this admirability was overlooked to see only the negative

outcome of “having too much of it”. This may be a preconceived notion that weighs in his

process of language by finding loopholes that match his comfort. His other answers suggest a

buildup of answers that were leading him in the right direction or he finds relations with his

answers that are associated with the correct answer. Through his handwriting, this student did

happen to be more artistic and determined, but quite unmotivated. He’s active in social settings

due to him being talkative, enjoying new experiences, liking to meet new people, and is



empathetic but skeptical of others, lacks energy, and makes decisions carefully. He’s relaxed and

confident but is impatient and sensitive.

AP student #3 got the highest score of 6 points by getting riddles 1, 2, 4, 6, and 9 and getting

partial points for riddles 7 and 8. He answered “the feeling of regret” for “a guilty conscience”

for number 7 and answered “love” for “a smile”. Both his answers were synonymous to the

correct answer so it may suggest a buildup of answers that were leading him in the right direction

or he finds relations with his answers that are associated with the correct answer. Based on the

analysis of his handwriting, he appreciates freedom, new experiences, meeting new people, and

is open minded. He himself is very outspoken, determined, enthusiastic, confident, creative, but

is stubborn and does not let go of things easily. He does not tolerate other’s inadequacies and

indifference to growth, is uptight and impatient. He’s logical and practical, but may not always

stay true to his heart’s desires. He’s overly self-critical but doesn’t pretend to be someone they’re

not. He seems to have a very passionate inner life, that much he is able to transmit to others.

AP student #4 got a total of 2 points, in which they got riddle 1 correct and got partial points for

riddles 7 and 8. She answered “problems” for “a guilty conscience” for number 7 and

“happiness” for “a smile” for number 8. Both her answers were synonymous to the correct

answer so it may suggest a buildup of answers that were leading her in the right direction or she

finds relations with her answers that are associated with the correct answer. Her handwriting

analysis describes her as shy and concentrated but open minded and enjoys freedom. She may be

restricting herself and shows a lack of determination yet she’s ambitious and artistic. She’s

sensitive, empathetic, confident, and logical.

AP student #5 got 4 points in total, getting riddles 1, 6, and 10 correct and garnering particle

points for riddles 7 and 9. For riddle 7, she put “a lie” for “a guilty conscience” and for riddle 9,

she put “rumors” for “words”. Both her answers were synonymous to the correct answer so it

may suggest a buildup of answers that were leading her in the right direction or she finds

relations with her answers that are associated with the correct answer. Her second answer,

however, does seem to have a negative connotation but because the riddle itself carries words

such as “hurt”, “poison”, “truth”, and “lies”, her connection seems valid but seems to be more

logical rather than general. Through her handwriting, she seems to be an outgoing and

people-oriented person but she is still skeptical of others and has a hard time letting things go.

She is also confident, optimistic, ambitious, and passionate but tends to live in the past and



shows a lack of energy. She’s logical and self-reliant due to her being more introverted and

private.

student #1 got a total of 8 points, the highest grade from the non-AP students, by getting riddles

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 correct. This student managed to get all those riddles correct with no

partial points. However, her handwriting analysis shares some distinct characteristics with AP

student #3, who also got the highest score out of the AP students. Interestingly, these two

students share the characteristics that were not present in any other student’s forms. In her

regards, she is well-adjusted and adaptable, can’t stand to be alone, and is skeptical of others.

She’s ambitious, sensitive, and empathetic but shows feelings of restriction and privacy. She’s

also very organized and self-reliant. But she’s overly self-critical and doesn’t have a lot of

patience for others' inadequacy and indifference to growth. She’s determined and enthusiastic,

but stubborn and has a hard time letting things go. She’s also logical and practical but creative

and artistic. Student 1 and AP student 2 both share the qualities of being overly critical and

stubborn, Both these students seem to have a vivid inner life but have two different dispositions.

Their personalities hint at their ability to digest information on a deeper level due to their

overthinking tactics and strive for perfection.

student #2 got a total of 5.5 points, getting riddles 1, 5, 6, and 10 correct and getting partial

points for riddles 7, 8, and 9. For riddle 7 they answered “guilty” for “a guilty conscience”, for

riddle 8 he answered “joy” for “a smile”, and for riddle 9 he answered “what we tell people” for

“words”. All of his answers were synonymous to the correct answer so it may suggest a buildup

of answers that were leading him in the right direction or he finds relations with his answers that

are associated with the correct answer. For the analysis of his handwriting, he seems to be

adaptable, open minded, and  organized but can be aggressive and intense. He enjoys his

freedom and is good at taking things seriously but is impatient and lazy. He’s sociable because he

enjoys new experiences and meeting new people due to his confidence in oneself. Interestingly,

his score was the same as the estimated average score and was one of the two IGCSE students

who got about half of the riddles correct. He and student #4 got pretty similar scores that were

close in statistical range and there were many distinctive similarities in their handwriting, which

alludes to similarities in personality. Both these students are very confident in themselves and

only differ in some mannerisms but their sureness could’ve helped them with coming up with



more than one answer (which they did pretty often on their papers). They also happen to be very

creative which helps them with the digestion of content.

student #3 garnered a total score of 2 points by getting riddle 4 correct and getting partial points

for 6 and 7. For riddle 6, she answered “time” when the correct answer was “tomorrow” and

answered “responsibilities” for “a guilty conscience” for riddle 7. Her first answer is quite

synonymous so it may suggest a buildup of answers that were leading her in the right direction or

she finds relations with her answers that are associated with the correct answer. Her second

answer, however, is quite interesting because after some discussion, it was decided that

responsibilities may lead to a guilty conscience. The riddle reads, “It starts off light and easy to

bear, yet the more you carry it with you, the heavier a burden it becomes”, and it uses the word

“burden”. Her connection with responsibilities being overwhelming suggests that she may have

started to become an over-responsible person in her childhood. Her process of language may be

swayed by her own experiences, which can take away the focus of the logical answer and make

her think from a more sentimental perspective. Through her handwriting, we observe that she’s

an adaptable person, open minded, good with commitment, and confident but is impatient, lazy,

and tends to be a procrastinator. She also likes being around others but is very private and likes

to work behind the scenes.

student #4 got a total of 5 points by answering riddles 1, 3, 6, and 8 correctly and getting partial

points for riddles 7 and 9. For riddle 7, she put multiple answers like “lies”, “secrets”, “anger”,

and “emotions” for “a guilty conscience”. For riddle 9, she answered “secrets” for “words”. Her

first answers are synonymous so it may suggest a buildup of answers that were leading her in the

right direction or she finds relations with her answers that are associated with the correct answer.

Her second answer seems to have more of a negative connotation due to the riddle containing

words such as “poison”, “hurt”, “truth”, and “lies”, so to think of something on a more negative

scale is understandable. Due to her handwriting, it was compiled that she is adaptable, enjoys her

freedom, and is very confident but is also aggressive, good at taking things seriously. She’s very

intelligent, has a great imagination, and is very sociable but is impatient, shows a lack of

determination, and tends to be skeptical of others. Interestingly, her score was similar to the

estimated average score and was one of the two IGCSE students who got about half of the

riddles correct. She and student #2 got pretty similar scores that were close in statistical range

and there were many distinctive similarities in their handwriting, which alludes to similarities in



personality. Both these students are very confident in themselves and only differ in some

mannerisms but their sureness could’ve helped them with coming up with more than one answer

(which they did pretty often on their papers). They also happen to be very creative which helps

them with the digestion of content.

student #5 got a total of 7 points getting riddles 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10 and got partial points for

riddles 7 and 8. For riddle 7, she answered “guilt” for “a guilty conscience” and for riddle 8 she

answered “joy” for “a smile”. Both her answers were synonymous to the correct answer so it

may suggest a buildup of answers that were leading her in the right direction or she finds

relations with he answers that are associated with the correct answer. Through her handwriting

we are able to see that she’s adaptable, confident, is comfortable with herself but is impatient and

skeptical of others. She’s also overly self-critical and doesn’t have a lot of patience for

inadequacy or indifference to growth. She’s also aggressive, very intelligent,  and curious. This

student also happened to get the second highest score and shares the “overly self-critical” trait

just like AP student #2 and Student #1. All three of these students managed to get the highest

score despite their academic, handwriting, and personality differences, yet they all shared the

same one characteristic that was not present in any other student’s handwriting. This quality may

not just be applicable to their inner self but they may be critical of their work too and truly take

the time to think through their answers.

Conclusion:

In conclusion, our project was established around the study of psycholinguistics and

neurolinguistics, in which we tested the ability of sophomore highschoolers to digest

philosophical riddles who were in differing academic levels. The philosophical riddles were

supposed to give us an insight into their minds and how their brains made connections to solve

the riddle, in a way, analyzing how they processed langage. In our hypothesis, we believed that

the AP students were to do better and answer more of the riddles correctly due to their

educational background that would fortalize their creative and logical thinking skills. Our

hypothesis was proven wrong as the calculated average for the 5 AP students tested was 3.4

points and the calculated average for the 5 non-AP students was 5.5 points. The results give the

impression that educational background is not a telling factor of having a more enhanced process

of language but instead is more present in seeing the ways that those particular students



formatted their paper, when they turned in their paper, and overall performance habits. A more

deciding factor happens to be the student’s individual personality, more so, qualities such as

confidence, self-criticism, and creativity, which were seen in the students that managed to get the

highest scores. Our results may not be entirely accurate due to the fact that this experiment did

not necessarily provide any statistical data and depended more on active discussion and research.

Some mistakes in our procedure happened to be some notes that we had not considered

previously such as asking the participants whether or not they had already heard of such riddles

before or asking each to make elaborations of their thought process. More consideration

should’ve gone into the planning of these aspects. In all of our discussions regarding the

experiment, there was always a new analysis of data or a new interpretation, hence we do not

believe that this project has been thoroughly investigated. In our data, we only took a look at the

answers that were correct on all forms, we could’ve also taken a look at all the wrong answers

and see what each student thought of when they answered that riddle. For future

experimentation, we could focus on different social groups or instead of focusing on the

psychological analyses, teaching new languages and seeing how people adapt and process an

unknown tongue. Another possible experiment would be to focus on other types of language and

communication, such as non-verbal communication (sign language), verbal communication,

visual communication, ect.
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